
: COMArROIt!-ER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

#g j WISHINC.TON, D.C. iact

Hudson, Creyke, Koehier, Brown & Tacke A L • co 6(. $ gtCal

Washington,. DC. 20009

Attention: John J. Reed, Esq.

Gentlemen: > 

Reference is made to your letter of February 16, 1973, and previous
corresponden'-e, protesting on behalf of Woerfel Corporation and Torne
Realty Company (a joint venture) (hereinafter Woerfel), award to any
other bidder under invitation for bids (IFB) 10-024-3, issued by the
Johl i. Kennedy Space Center (KSC), flational Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA).

The IFB was issued September 22, 1972, for the construction of
spacecraft assembly and encapsulation facilities (SAE1) bos. 1 and 2.
Bids were opened October 24, 1972, with the following results:

AA Woerfel $4,169,651
Morrison-Knudsen Company (14-Y) 4,761,ooo

cx Heyl and Patterson, Inc. 5,101,00 O

The Government estimate for the work was $5,134320, Because iloertel's
e;4 bid was significantly lower than the other bids and the estimate, the

co:itracting officer suspected a mistake and requested Wciertel on Octo-
.J3 ber 24, 1972, to review the bid. By letter of the same date, Woez'fel

advised that a gross clerical error in the amount of $4706,OO had
occurred and requested that its bid be corrected to $4+645:651. On

CJ2 O3tober 25, 1972, the contracting officer requested Wloerfel to submit doc-
cm uments substantiating the mistake and the bid intended. By letter dated

October 20, 1972, Woerfol submitted worksheets and other data and stated
that the mistake arose from failure to add the price of electrical work
to the mechanical work price, $1,648,800, to obtain a correct subtotal of

co $24173,800 for the two items. Had the correct subtotal been added to the
other items, it wea alleged that the correct bid would have been $4,640,383.
Woerfel stated that it believed the documentation would allow N4ASA " *
to make a favorable award of this contract to us * * *4'

After consideration of the documentary evidence submitted in support
of the alleged error, flASA's Director of Prozurcmenit made the following
determination (quoted in pertinent part) dated November 10, 1972:

ran., Jo t/buClrf rTC W 0PUBLISHED DECISION
52 Comp. Gen.. .......
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A review of the supporting documentation confitlh the
bidder's allegation that the quotation for the electrical
work, as required by Section 1.6 of the specifivations,
was omitted from recapitulation sheet and was not elsewhere
included in the bid, Htwever, such review fails to confirm,
in a clear and convincing manner, the amount of the intended
bid, The amount of the Holloway quotation, $525,000, which
is specified on Page 8 of 9, was not included in the Woerfel/
Towne bid; however, it iai not clear whether the bidder actu-
alny intended to use thiv quotation or that of a competitor,
Famco, for the electrical effort,

The exact amount of Faraco's quote prior to bid opening is
subject to conjecture; the bid confirmation letter is dated
October 26) 1972 saa the Woerfel/Towne stamp indicates
receipt on October 30th. In this letter, Famoo reduces its
original quotation (apparently given telephonically prior to
bid opening) of $528 000 by $58,oo0 ($28,000 for vendor mate-
rial reductions and 430,000 for its own labor and material
cuts). wloerfel/Towne may have intended to use the latter
quote because recapitulation sheet I of 9 shows "Electrical
Famco -29,000 (apparently a recording error) -30,000,"
but there is no indication that these amounts jere subtracted
from the total of the bid submitted, Regardless, based on
the contention of a $525,000 omission (Holloway sheet 8 of 9)
the corrected price per this computation would have been
$4,699,383. Also, the contractor in correcting his bid by
incorporating the $525,000 electrical subcontractor quote
failed to adjust the $300,000 overhead and profit figure in
his original bid.

In cases such as this where the evidence is clear and convincing
as to the existence of a mistake b'ft rnc; as to the bid intended,
the Comptroller General has consistently ruled that the mistaken
bid may be dcsregardcd, See 3.7 Comp. Gen. 492,1193 and.17 id.
536,537. Accordingly, it is hereby determined that the bid of
Wloerfel Corporation/Tovme Realty may be disregarded under this
procurement and award made to the next low responsive and
responsible bidder.

By letter of November II4, 1972, NASA co.mmunicated this determination
to Woerfel and stated that the bid was being disregarded. The contract
was awarded to l&-K the same day. On N1overnber 15, 1972, Woerfe3 sent a
telegram to NASA which read in part:
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* fr * NTEA WORFPEL CORP B Y PROTEwsTS TUE PROPOSED AWARD
OF THE ABOVE CAPTIXONED CONRACT TO I4IRRISN A) HUPSQN
Lsin7 CO OF BOis3 IDnaO BECAuSE LT IS Ii TimE flEST XiUTERifT
0F TJWE GOVMIfE1fT TO AWARD THiE CONtRACT TO WOERFEL COPW AT
ITE:E RWVSED AI4lRJlWT OF FOUR gEIlION UJX HUNDRED FORTY THOV-
SADD THREE HWIJDRE) EIGHTY TUIRE DOWLARS WHICH IS $120,617
L(tS1&R TITAN THE BID SUBITflTED BY M1ORRISOJJ KNlUD50U1 5J co.
WFI: RFFUEST T11AT OUR MIST=E III BID STATE14E??T DATED 26 OCT0-
BER 172 BE FOWAIUDED TO THE COCNTROLLER GENERAL FOR DETfER14fWATIOII

By telegram dated November 17 and letter of November 27, counsel
for Woerfel, protested to our Office, Xt was alleged that NASA erred in
refusing to permit correction of Woerfel's bid and In disrea±rdins
Woerfel'u bid, Wloerfel requested that award be made to it at its orig-
inal bid price, pending a determination of' the merits of the mlstake in
bid request and that, if correction was proper, the contract price could
be adjusted accordingly*

Counsel fort Woerfel aubsequleatly filed Civil Action No, 72-3fl
(Woerfel Coporation and Tmne Realty Company (A Joint Venture) v.
Dr. James C. Fletoher, Administrator, lational Aeronautics and SDace
Administration aFid lIorison-Knudsen Coini anr P C Doratio) in the
United States District Court for the IMiddle District of Florida,
Orlando Division, onl December 26, 1972. Plaintiff demanded judgment
as follows: declaring that defendant, 1ASB,, acted unlawfully, arbi-
trarily, and capriciously in awarding the Qontract in question to the
defendant I-fL; vacating and setting aside the unlairul contracts awarded
to M-E; tempcrarily restraining the defendants from performing under the
contract; temporarily und permanently enjoining the defendants from ver-
forming under the contract; directing IHASA to reconsider the offers sub-
mitted, including plaintiffs or alternatively issuing a new IFB; and
providing othe relief as might be just and. proper. By order of Jaxt-
ary 15, 1973, t.ie court denied the application for a teEporary restrain-
ing order, stating in part that:

Should the Corntroller General determine that 1ASA
acted erroneously and that the contract should be withdrawn
from lMorrison-Knudsen, permitting the contract to be with-
draim after more than one-twelfth (1/12) had been completed
would still not have aswerious complications as holding the
contract in abeyance as plaintiff requests * * *

As to the other matters alfeged in the complaint, a pretrial conference
has been scheduled for April 211, 1973, and a trial date of April 30, 1973,
has been set. In this regard, it is the policy of our Office not to ivsue
a decision on tne merits of a protest where the niaturial issues involved
are likely to be disposed of in litigation b4fore a court of competent
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jurisdiction, B-174052, August 29, 19729 However, since the District
Court order reasonably contemplates that. our Office wifl render a deci-
sion, will consider thi proteut on the merits at thid time. 52 Comp.
Gen. - (B-176223, September 25, 1972).

For the reasons which follow, ie find no basis to sustain the protest.

The initial question for determination in your contention t.t JIASA' a
decision denying correction of the Woerfe3 bid. was erroneous, To permit
correction of an alleged error in bid prior to award, the bidder imist sub-
mit clear and convincing evidence that an error has been made, the manner
in whic! the error oicurred and the intended bid price. 49 Comp. Gen, 480,
482 (1970) and IZASA PR 2,4O6-3(d)(2). The weight to be given such eridence
is a question of fact to be considered by the administratively designated
evaluator of the evidence, 51 Conp, Gen, 1 (1971), After a review of the
record, we conclude that NASA's determination was reasonable, since it is
not possible to ascertv4n the intended bid price from the bidder's worii-
papers, If the intended price for the electrical work was $525,000, as
indicated on page 8 of 9) of the wor)papers, addition of this amount, plus
an adjustment in the insurance and bond costs based on a percentage of
the cost, would yield a corrected bid price of $h$99383, On the other
hand, if the $59,000 deduction on Famco's electrical price (noted on
page 1 of 9 but not othervise included in the calcultttions) was meant to
be deducted from the total bid price of $4,6999383? the corrected bid
price Mould be 44,640,363, as contended by IWoerfel in its October 26,
1972, letter, Another posuibility is that the $59,000 amount was meant
to be deducted from the $5;25,000 electrical quote before the application
of insureace .lid bond factors, which would produce a third bid price.
it cannot be tetermnined from the workpapers which of these possibilities,
if eny, represents the intoended bid price. In any event, since in one
place in the worksheets the bidder is using one electrical subcontractor's
quotation and :.n another place indicates a $59,030 deduction from anc'ther
electrical subt Dntractor, it is not clear which subcontractor's quotation
the bidder intended to rely upon in preparing the bid.

However, notwithatanding the decision denying correction, you further
contend that NASA officials erred in disregarding Woerfel's bid and pro-
ceeding to award the contract to MJ-K., You allege that NASA acted arbi-
trarily and in violation of NASA PR 2.05-3(e), wlLich provides, inter alia,
that a bidder, as a matter of right, may have his claim of miatake deter-
mined by the Coanptroller General and that all doubtful cases wrill be for-
warded to the Comptroller General for advance decision. Section 2.406-3(d)(5)
of the regulations provides further:

Where the bidder fails or refuses to furnish evidence in
support of' a suspected or alleged ristake, the contracting
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officer shalA consider the bid as submitted unless the
amount of the bid is so far out of line with the amounts
of other bicd received or with the amount estimated by
the Govermment or determined by the contracting officer
to be reasonable, or there are other indications of error
so clear, as reasonably to justify the conclusion that
acceptance or the bid would be unfair to the bidder or
to other bong fide bidders, in which case it may be
rejected, Thxe attempts made to obtain the information
required and the action taken with respect to the bid
shall be fully documented.

Several 4eoincons of our Office Pre cited which you contend support
"* ** the right of a bidder who claims mistaYe to be entitled to award
at the origine), bid price, if the correc•,eed price would stili be lowest
* * *9" B-176a11, Povember 7, 1972; B-174957, May 30, 1972; B-173031,
September 17, 1971; anti 42 Coznp. Gen, 723 (1963), Particular reliance
is placed upon B-165405, October 24, 1968) which permitted the original
erroneous bid to be considered for award since acceptance of such a bid
would not be pxejudicial to other bidders where the evidence clearly
indicated that the bid would have been lowest even if corrected. The
decision quoted section 1-2.406"3(d)(5) of the Federal Procurement Regu-
lations, which is gimtlar to HASA PR 2. 1 406-3(d)(5). In summary, your
contention is that, in light of the NASA regulations and decisions of
our Office, after NASA officials refused to correct Wloerfel's bid, they
were not only permitted but obligated to consider Woci'fel's original bid
as submitted, or, at the very least, obligated to query Woerfel as to itv
desire in the natter before disregarding the bid, It is also contended
that NASA shotdd have withheld award to 14-K pending " decision on the
merits of W1oertcl's mistake in bid claim by our Office, You point out
that not only did PASA fail to ash Woerfel if it would accept the con-
tract at the original bid price, but also that Woerfel was allowed no
time to express its intent since the notice that its bid was being disre-
garded 'was sent on the same day the contract was awarded to M-K.

Normally, hecre a bidder alleges a diatake after bid opening, he is
not then free to waive his right to have the bid rejected because of mis-
take. To permit a bidder to do so would be tantamourt to allowing the
ostensible low bidder to elect, after bid opening, whether to stand on
the bid, or withdraw it, depending upon which course of action appeared
to be in his best interests. 37 Comp. Gen. 579, 582 (1958). However,
as the decisions you have cited point out, our Office has permitted
acceptance of an original bid where the bidder established th'tt an error
had ben made in the bid, but has not established the intended bid price.
The rationale of those decisions has been that where it is clear that
the corrected bid vould still have been lowest, even though the o.'ount of
the intended bid could not be clearly proved for the purpose of bid cor-
rection, no prejwdiec to the other bidders would result by accepteancc Or
the original bid.
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Before considering the propriety of 11ASA'g dveaiPin to disregard
Woerfel'8 bid, it must be determined iihether the eyrhiclce clearly Shows
that the bid wotld have remained low if corrected, In Iocerfel'p Octo-
ber 26, 1972, letter, after adding the omitted 4522,0QQ electrical price,
appropriate upward adjustments were made for inmuTg4o2 and bond costs;
however, the $300,000 overhead and profit figure ispz, Unchanged, Vhe
$300,000 amount represents approximately 7,7 perqvpt of the original
uncorrected subtotal for the nine items or work infoJde4 (3,852,z25.
Therefore, it is conceivable that if the $525,000 4lectrical price had
been included in the total estiwate for the work, the bid price could
have been 411,756,763 allowing for the overhead an4 profit and insurance
and bond costs, Further, we note that while 11oerfP1 has alleged an omis-
sion of $525,000 for the electrical work, the Government estimate for that
work was approximately $703,000, '

In 48 Comp. Gen. YTS (1969), our Office considered a request for
correction where the Government estimate for the omitted Work item wan
$31,000, the low bidder claimed omission of a $21,000 quote) and corref-
tion on the basis claimed would have made the bid only about $500 loiter
than the next low bid of $272,464. We held that, tmder the circumsttnues,
the facts Here not sufficiently clear to warrant correction, stating:

The correction of miattates in bid has awsvaya been a
vexing problem, It has been argued that bid correction
after bid opening and disclosure of prices quoted compro-
mises the integrity of the competitive bidding system,
and, to some extent at least, this is true, For this
reason, it has been advocated that ti.c Goverrmnent should
adopt a policy which would permit contractora to vithdraw,
but not to correct, erroneous bids, We do not agree com-
pletely vwith this position, since we believe there are
cases in which bid correction should be permitted. We
do agree that, regardless of the good f'.ith oGf the party
or parties involved, correction should 'e denried in any case
in which there exists any reasonable basis for argument that
public confidence in the integrity of the capetit-ive oidding
system would be adversely affected thereby. 9he present case,
it seems to us, falls in this category.

In our view, the instant case falls within this rule and on this basts
alone a claim for correction or withdrawal o.? the claim of error grst. be
denied.

Moreover, even if it is assumed that Woerfell corrected bid is
clearly lowest, we find no basis in the regulations or the decisions of
this Office to conclude that TNASA erred in disree&Tding the bid, IAASA
P11 2.4105-3(d)(5) is, on its face, inapplicaole to the circurasances here,
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since it deals with th@ pltrkt1on where a bidder fails or refuses to
furnish any evidence itr p;'upport of v. suspected or alleged mristahe,
In B-165405, supra, ka m"16v3, April 7, 1970, similar regulatory
language was cited for the purpp4e of providing guidance in the con-
sideration of the orioina. idt in sittations where the low bidder had
indicated his wil1insv!s 41i 04eire} prior to the dedision on correc-
tion, to accept award Mt the orLginwl bid price if correction were
denied, See, in this reatarc, 42 Corp.s Qen,, supr, at 725. In the
.instant case, we do nvt relatr the Langage in 1loerfel's October 26,
1972, letter concerning p. `%'.Ovorable&' contract award as indicating that
Woerfel desired award pt the ortginQ4 bid price it' correction were denied,
Moru'over, even after Ge:nial of corrction, the only request in Woerfel's
November 15, 1972, tel8raO2 to NASA wan that arard be made at the cor-
rected price, The firwt it4tcltion of a desire to be awarded tne con-
tract at the original pticQ is VloerLells November 17, 1972, telegram to
our Office, This Eas 3 days after avard to N-K.

Our decision B-173031, Outran, 3i4eidse is distinguishable from the
facts of the present eBase frl that the low bidder specifically requested
award at the original kid pstce is correction were not permitted, As.
for decisions B-174957 and f1rG.76U, gupra, the former involved a situa-
tion where the bidder failed to funmish evidence as to its intended bid
price, and in the latter we beldl tha-t aince the OoY.ermnent erred Jn fail-
ing to deteniine that PL ml.tate had been made, award at the original price
was not legally enforesabl3 and the bidler should be given the option of
withdrawing its bid or varving the nmistate, the alternative following on
the statement of the binder to our Office that withdrawal was not an
acceptable solution. Further, Lin this res-._ct, see B-164910, October 25,
1966, where it wAs he)&.:

It is true that fri certain, cases where a bidder has
established that ap. error had been made in its bid but
not its intended. b-1 price, our Office . as authorized
acceptance of it4 or~iginal bid on the basis that it was
the lowest bid ab&, -therefre, not prejudicial to other
bidder>, It shol-4 d to noted trhat in those cases, the
bidder had advise& tbe contracting officer that if he
could not permit corxection of the bid t -tt the bid be
considered for avur.Tl a5 ortginally :subrnitted, * t *

Under the circumstances presented, ve ctnclude that NASA was not
obligated to consider llocxtel's original bid or to query Woerfel as to
its willingness to aceywt Avlard at the original bid price. Vor did NASA
PR 2.406-3(e) Impose an ob]5gatton to withhold award to )--K pending our
decision on the merito of thie rtstake in bid claim. Finally, it would
have been improper foT I2BA to have followe1 . the course of action sug-
gested in your lIovemnier 27, 1972, 2&tter tr, u,, that is, award to Uloerfel
at the oriGinal bid pri cc folloered by dote ruination of the Tranta'e in oid
claim. B-l64910, suUraL,
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